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IRP’s work on metals

• International Resource Panel:

– Workstream Metals: reports on recycling, on 
stocks in society, and on environmental impacts 
of metals

– Global Resource Outlook: past and future trends 
of material extraction and use

– Resource Efficiency and Climate Change report

– Mineral Resource Governance 21st century report

• Focus generally on major metals

• Focus on sustainable materials use, not on energy



Insights from IRP work

• Material (and metal) extraction has increased by a factor 
3 over the last 50 years, and is expected to further 
increase as metals are key materials for our economy

source: IRP Resource 
Efficiency report, 2017



Insights from IRP work

• Primary metal production comes with environmental 

challenges related to mining and climate change. 

Secondary metal production reduces these issues.

Primary production Secondary production

Source: van der Voet et al., 2019
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Insights from IRP work

• Presently, recycling rates are low. Increasing recycling 
rates faces technical, economic and organizational 
challenges.

Source: IRP report on

Recycling rates, 2010



Insights from IRP work

• Growing recognition that a well-managed mining 
sector can support wide range of development 
outcomes across the Sustainable Development Goals

• There are a plethora of governance frameworks at 
multiple scales that seek to reinforce the social, 
environmental and economic outcomes of mining: e.g. 
Africa Mining Vision, EITI, GRI, Model Mining 
Development Agreement, IRMA, Natural Resource 
Charter, ICMM, etc.

• Introduction of SDLO framework: Sustainable 
Development License to Operate



Insights from IRP work

Source: IRP report on Mineral Governance, 2019



Metals and the Energy 

Transition

• So far, IRP has not included metal requirements of 

energy transition in their assessments

• Importance has been recognized

• Scenario development activity will include this aspect in 

future GRO reports

• Linkage with IAM climate models will be established



Metals and the Energy 

Transition

Challenges, in general:

• Supply related: will we be able to scale up production, 

and do it fast enough, for all materials required?

• Impact related: will we be able to do this while at the 

same time avoiding negative environmental, social and 

economic consequences?



Metals and the Energy 

Transition

• metal requirement for energy transition will lead to 

considerable demand increase

Source: Kleijn et al., 

2012



Metals and the Energy 

Transition

• Demand for Nd under SSP2 scenario, baseline and 2 

degree variants

• IMAGE climate model with added materials module

SSP 2 baseline SSP2 2 degrees

Source: Deetman et al., 2018



Metals and the Energy 

Transition

• Projections for CRMs show huge demand increase
– Most likely linked to supply challenges in the future

• Projections for CRMs based on present technologies
– Technologies are expected to change rapidly

– Projections bound to be inaccurate (but NOT useless)

– Problems may shift between CRMs

– Technologies may be developed that are not dependent on 
CRMs

• Projections for major metals (copper, steel, aluminium) 
probably more robust and ALSO show rapid growth
– Required for infrastructure rather than energy technologies

– Changes much more slowly



Green Transition

• For a sustainable world, the energy transition needs to 

be coupled with a “resource transition” 

• Resource transition aims, according to the SDGs, at 

providing development with much less negative social 

and environmental side-effects

• For this, a reduction is needed of the input of primary 

materials

• This implies keeping resources in use instead of wasting 

them: circular economy, urban mining, etc.

• Future IRP work will address this dual challenge



Green Transition

One Key Policy Recommendation:

Alright, a few:

1. Base “green” policies on an increased understanding of 
materials-energy nexus

2. Take ideas around urban mining seriously, as this should be 
the major source of metals in a sustainable society

3. Be aware, and accept, that other parts of the world still need 
to develop, and therefore will require materials for the 
building up of their infrastructure. Do not regard this as a sign 
that we move in the “wrong” direction

4. As we still need primary production, move towards a SDLO 
for metals and mining
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